ABSTRACT

In learning second language, the first language tends to bring either positive or negative effects. Javanese speakers who learn English are also having the same problem because of the influence of the mother tongue: Javanese language. This thesis focuses on identifying common pronunciation mistakes made by Javanese speakers when speaking in English. In doing the research, the writer classifies respondents through questionnaire to respondents concerning this issue and asked them to read an article and have their voices recorded.

From the questionnaire and the voice recording, the common mistakes made by the students revealed that there are 4 classifications of mistakes: in vowels (51.51% students made mistakes in pronouncing effect), consonants (55.55% students made mistake in radio), diphthongs (72.73% students made mistakes in televised), and -s/-es and -d/-ed mistakes in pronunciation (57.58% students made mistake in explorers).

From the research, it is hoped that Javanese speakers who wants to learn English should be aware and avoid the common mistakes identified
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